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Abstract Scientists use the Earth as a tool for astrobiology by analyzing planetary field
analogues (i.e. terrestrial samples and field sites that resemble planetary bodies in our Solar
System). In addition, they expose the selected planetary field analogues in simulation chambers to conditions that mimic the ones of planets, moons and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) space
conditions, as well as the chemistry occurring in interstellar and cometary ices. This paper
Note by the editor: This is a Special Communication, supplementing the paper by Cottin et al. on
“Astrobiology and the Possibility of Life on Earth and Elsewhere. . . ”, 2015, Space Science Reviews,
doi:10.1007/s11214-015-0196-1 and Cottin et al. on “Space as a Tool for Astrobiology: Review and
Recommendations for Experimentations in Earth Orbit and Beyond”, 2017, Space Science Reviews,
doi:10.1007/s11214-017-0365-5.
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reviews the ways the Earth is used by astrobiologists: (i) by conducting planetary field analogue studies to investigate extant life from extreme environments, its metabolisms, adaptation strategies and modern biosignatures; (ii) by conducting planetary field analogue studies
to investigate extinct life from the oldest rocks on our planet and its biosignatures; (iii) by
exposing terrestrial samples to simulated space or planetary environments and producing a
sample analogue to investigate changes in minerals, biosignatures and microorganisms. The
European Space Agency (ESA) created a topical team in 2011 to investigate recent activities
using the Earth as a tool for astrobiology and to formulate recommendations and scientific
needs to improve ground-based astrobiological research. Space is an important tool for astrobiology (see Horneck et al. in Astrobiology, 16:201–243, 2016; Cottin et al., 2017), but
access to space is limited. Complementing research on Earth provides fast access, more
replications and higher sample throughput. The major conclusions of the topical team and
suggestions for the future include more scientifically qualified calls for field campaigns with
planetary analogy, and a centralized point of contact at ESA or the EU for the organization
of a survey of such expeditions. An improvement of the coordinated logistics, infrastructures
and funding system supporting the combination of field work with planetary simulation investigations, as well as an optimization of the scientific return and data processing, data
storage and data distribution is also needed. Finally, a coordinated EU or ESA education
and outreach program would improve the participation of the public in the astrobiological
activities.
Keywords Astrobiology · Exobiology · Astrochemistry · Planetary field analogues ·
Laboratory analogues · Field test campaigns

1 Introduction
One of the key goals of astrobiology is to explore planetary bodies of our solar system in
order to determine their potential for habitability and extra-terrestrial life. This is achieved
by partly analyzing materials from specific environments on Earth that exhibit similar conditions as planets and moons in our Solar System (i.e. planetary field analogues), and by
using laboratory set-ups that mimic planetary and deep space conditions (i.e. laboratory
analogues).
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There are many planetary field analogue environments on Earth with extreme ranges of
temperature, salinity, mineral content, pH, pressure, and water availability (Marlow et al.
2011). This diversity mimics in parts various extra-terrestrial environments that are of interest to astrobiologists, such as the terrestrial planets (Venus and Mars), the Jovian moons (e.g.
Europa), and the Saturn moons (Titan and Enceladus) (Preston and Dartnell 2014). Planetary field analogues are used to (i) perform in-situ measurements during field campaigns,
allowing to test methodologies, protocols, and technologies, and (ii) collect samples, both
biotic (extant and extinct or fossilized) and abiotic for analyses by state-of-the-art methods in the laboratory, e.g. to investigate the relationship between biosignatures and their
rock/mineral context, and to identify microorganisms from extreme environments. These
kinds of activities inform astrobiologists about habitability and biosignatures present on
Earth and elsewhere, planetary processes, the most appropriate life-detection methods and
techniques, validation of space mission instrumentation and payload testing, selection of the
best landing sites for future life-detection missions, and finally, the mobility of rovers on
representative terrains.
Laboratory analogues on Earth provide laboratory access to selected parameters of extraterrestrial environments for a wide variety of experiments, e.g. the formation and preservation of biosignatures, the alteration of minerals and rocks, physical and chemical processes
or the survival and adaptation mechanisms of microorganisms, as well as their interaction
under simulated atmospheric composition, pressure, temperature and radiation of the space
environment of interest. In addition, simulation facilities are important tools for necessary
space hardware tests (e.g. Motamedi 2013).
The European Space Agency (ESA) funded a Topical Team in 2011 to summarize the
most recent achievements in the field of astrobiology (Cottin et al. 2015). Reviews on experimental studies of space as a tool for astrobiology (Cottin et al. 2017) and on the Earth as a
tool for astrobiology (current manuscript) have also been compiled. The present manuscript
is a review of recent activities using Earth as a tool for astrobiology, reporting on planetary field analogues sites on Earth (Sect. 2), field test campaigns (Sect. 3), and simulation
facilities in Earth laboratories (Sect. 4). A synthesis of all relevant information, as well as
recommendations from the Topical Team to ESA is also presented (Sect. 5). This study thus
perfectly complements the EU-funded Astrobiology Roadmap, a very broad overview of the
state of the art of, and challenges for, astrobiology in general (Horneck et al. 2016).

2 Planetary Field Analogue Environments on Earth
Planetary field analogue environments are places on Earth with geological or environmental
conditions that are similar to those that exist on an extra-terrestrial planetary body (Léveillé
2009). They do not replicate all the conditions of another planetary body, but instead mimic
specific parameter(s) (Marlow et al. 2008, 2011). The purpose of using terrestrial analogue
sites for planetary missions can be divided into five categories: (i) learning about planetary
processes (both geological and biological) on Earth and elsewhere; (ii) testing protocols,
strategies, methodologies, operations, technologies, and payload instrumentation; (iii) training highly-qualified personnel (e.g. PhD students and engineers), as well as science and operation teams; (iv) engaging the public, space agencies, media, and educators; and (v) defining detectable biosignatures from extant/extinct life, the limits of life and habitability on
Earth (Lee 2007; Léveillé 2009). There are currently a few on-line databases for planetary
field analogue rocks and sites, such as:
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(i) the International Space Analogue Rockstore (ISAR), which is a collection of wellcharacterized rocks used for testing and calibrating instruments to be flown on space
missions (Bost et al. 2013) (http://www.isar.cnrs-orleans.fr/isar/). The ISAR is located in the Centre de Biophysique Moléculaire (CBM) of the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in Orléans, and is supported by the Observatoire des
Sciences de l’Univers en Région Centre (OSUC), the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES), and ESA;
(ii) the Concepts for Activities in the Field for Exploration (CAFE), which was commissioned by ESA (Preston et al. 2013a), and resulted in a catalogue of all planetary field
analogue sites used and currently in use (Preston et al. 2013b). This catalogue describes
in detail each of these field sites (e.g. location, geological and environmental information) and is the most extensive and up-to-date catalogue available;
(iii) the Europlanet Planetary Field Analogues (PFA), which offers access to five wellcharacterized terrestrial field sites (http://www.europlanet-2020-ri.eu/researchinfrastructure/field-lab-visits/ta1-pfa). The PFA has been selected to provide the most
realistic analogues of the surfaces of Mars, Europa and Titan. Access is provided for
scientists to perform high quality scientific research and test instrumentation for space
missions under realistic planetary conditions and undertake comparative planetology
research.
The Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) Panel on Exploration (PEX) in cooperation with the European Science Foundation (ESF) has elaborated a report on an “International Earth-based research program as a stepping stone for global space exploration—
Earth-X” (Ehrenfreund et al. 2011). Analogue research is an international endeavor since
the sites of interest are distributed around the globe, and potential technology and scientific
developments are of interest to many fields of study and within many areas of exploration
both on the Earth and in space.
In 2003 the ESF initiated a new research support activity called Investigating Life in
Extreme Environments (ILEE). This initiative showed the need for a coordinated, interdisciplinary approach to improve future opportunities for funding research on “Life in extreme
environments” (LEXEN). The coordination action for research on study of life in extreme
environments (CAREX) was a Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) project funded by the
European Commission (EC) and coordinated by the British Antarctic Survey and the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC). The project operated from 1 January 2008
to 30 June 2011 and addressed the enhanced coordination of LEXEN research in Europe
by providing networking and exchange of knowledge opportunities to the scientific community. It was an interdisciplinary initiative covering all life forms existing in extreme environments on Earth, as well as addressing the use of extreme environments as planetary
field analogues in the search for extra-terrestrial life. The four priority areas identified in
the CAREX strategic roadmap included: (1) contributions of life in extreme environments
(LEXEN) to biogeochemical cycles and responses to environmental change, (2) stressful
environments—responses, adaptation and evolution, (3) biodiversity, bioenergetics and interactions in extreme environments, and (4) life and habitability (final CAREX report summary available at http://cordis.europa.eu/result/rcn/55055_en.html). The resulting strategic
roadmap for European research on LEXEN is a basis for strategic programme planning for
science organizations such as the EC, COSPAR, and other institutions outside Europe such
as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Astrobiology Institute and
the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC). One example of
a European follow-on research project funded by the EC in the Framework Program 7 is
the Mars Analogues for Space Exploration (MASE, 2014–2017, http://mase.esf.org/). It has
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the aim (i) to isolate and characterise anaerobic microorganisms from selected sites that
closely match environmental conditions that might have been habitable on early Mars, (ii)
to study their responses to realistic combined environmental stresses that might have been
experienced in habitable environments on Mars, and (iii) to investigate their potential for
fossilization on Mars and their detectability by carrying out a systematic study of the detectability of artificially fossilized organisms exposed to known stresses.
The selection of astrobiologically-relevant field sites is most often dependent on environmental conditions that favor our current understanding of the limits of life and that could
support metabolic activity and growth, either currently or in the geologic past (see Cottin et al. 2017). One example used in ecological field campaigns are the measurements on
metabolic activity such as measuring methane production by methanogens (Wagner et al.
2005, 2007) or photosynthetic activity by phototrophs like cyanobacteria, alga and lichens
(Lange 1969; Lange et al. 1970; Schroeter et al. 1994; Schroeter and Scheidegger 1995;
Pannewitz et al. 2003). Also, reproduction expressed by the growth rate may be recorded,
which might take several years of continuously monitoring the selected field sites in order
to obtain measurement results over longer time scales. This time-consuming observation is
necessary because of the dominance of very slow growing species present, for example, in
extreme Mars-analogue field sites. In parallel, measurements on irradiation, temperature,
relative humidity, methane/CO2 production or consumption and oxygen production are also
performed (Lange et al. 1970, 1996). Such investigation on planetary analogue field sites on
Earth provides fundamental information on life’s behavior and its capacity to influence or
change its environment. The interchange between the environment and the life forms might
also provide insight into search strategies and objectives for the search for life on other
planets or moons. The amount of measured gases released by microorganisms might serve
as references for potential gas traces produced by life on another planet. In addition, bioleaching of rocks and soils (Cockell 2010) due to metabolic activity and release of acidic
substances as well as possible deposits of secondary metabolites can change mineral composition or enrich soil with organic material. The analysis of such environmental patterns as a
biosignature of life can be studied in the field as well as in the laboratory, which would lead
to the identification of fossilization processes on Earth and support the search for extinct life
on other planets (Orange et al. 2011; Westall et al. 2011, 2015a, 2015b).
Terrestrial microorganisms adapted to the most extreme environments on Earth (i.e. extremophiles) are potential models for understanding long-term survival in specific extraterrestrial conditions, in particular in the Martian surface/subsurface, and in the icy moons
of Jupiter and Saturn surface/subsurface environments. Environmental conditions, such as
extremes of dry, cold, with relatively high radiation background and weak seasonal fluctuations (e.g. in the planetary field analogue environment of permafrost in Antarctica),
extreme dry and relatively hot or cold (e.g. in the planetary field analogue environments
of the Atacama Desert in Chile, and the Antarctic Dry Valleys), extreme pH conditions
(e.g. in the planetary field analogue environment of the Río Tinto), and extreme salinity
(e.g. in the planetary field analogue environment of the saturated salt areas of the Dead
Sea), make these environments similar to space- and planetary environments. Prokaryotes
(e.g. bacteria, bacterial spores, cyanobacteria) have been studied in such extreme planetary
field analogue environments due to the fact that early life forms on Earth were prokaryotes
and the assumption that if any extra-terrestrial life exists in the Solar System, it must be
simple cellular organisms (Hansen 2007; Westall et al. 2015a, 2015b). For example, microbial cryptoendolithic communities that colonize the pore spaces of sedimentary rocks
in Antarctica and other deserts to avoid stressful environmental conditions (e.g. ultraviolet (UV) radiation, very low or very high temperatures and very dry conditions) have
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been studied (Friedmann and Ocampo 1976; Friedmann 1982; Jänchen et al. 2014; de Vera
et al. 2014a). Eukaryotes (e.g. lichens, microcolonial fungi and tardigrades) have also been
studied, and shown a high resistance against the extreme conditions (Meeßen et al. 2015;
Jänchen et al. 2015, Onofri et al. 2004, 2008, 2012, 2015, Sancho et al. 2007, de la Torre
et al. 2010, de Vera et al. 2010, 2014b). In addition, fossil traces of primitive prokaryotes in
well-preserved rocks from the early Earth constitute ideal analogues for potential primitive
life forms on the early Mars (Westall et al. 2015a, 2015b).
Characterization of the ecosystems where extremophiles will be collected during field
campaigns is necessary. Monitoring of the UV-climatology and microclimatology, as well
as parallel physiological activity determination is a fundamental step to compare the seasonal adaptations of extremophile organisms to their natural habitat with the resistance to
simulated space- and planetary conditions (de la Torre 2002, de la Torre et al. 2004, de Vera
et al. 2014b). Community studies are performed by in situ exposure of the microbial population in environmental samples (e.g. rock or soil; Olsson-Francis and Cockell 2010). The
community is characterized before exposure, which may include constructing a 16S rRNA
gene library and culturing. Environmental samples are generally diverse, and thus the number of exposed species is much higher than that of pure cultures. Exposing the community
will lead to the selection of microorganisms that are resistant. This will give information
regarding the physiological requirements of microbial survival in the conditions examined.
In addition, the incubation of the microbial community in situ does not involve culturing
the microorganisms in the laboratory prior to exposure. Lichens have also been studied as
they have multiple protective mechanisms. These allow lichens to grow in some of the most
extreme environments on Earth (de Vera et al. 2004, 2008, 2010, 2014b). Using field campaigns, lichens are collected as “fresh samples” directly from their natural habitat. For example, samples of the lichen Pleopsidium chlorophanum and Buelia frigida were collected in
Mars-analogue dry, cold and UV-irradiated environments in the North Victoria Land Mountains in Antarctica (de Vera et al. 2014b, Meeßen et al. 2015), or the vagrant lichen, such
as Circinaria fruticulosa originally from continental deserts and arid areas of Middle Asia,
Eurasia, North America and Northern Africa, and thus well adapted to harsh environmental
conditions (e.g. heat, drought, and high levels of solar UV radiation) have been collected on
clayey soils in continental high basins of Central Spain. After collection, they were kept dry
and protected from light under dark conditions for several months before the tests (Sancho
et al. 2000). In the next sub-section, we highlight diverse planetary field analogue sites.

2.1 Planetary Field Analogues Sites
Space missions to planetary bodies in our solar system are expensive and time-consuming,
taking decades to reach their target. In the meantime, and in order to prepare for these space
missions, scientists use locations on Earth that mimic some characteristics of those solar
system locations. The terrestrial materials used as planetary analogues provide a preview of
the properties of the solar system location they best mimic (e.g. Marlow et al. 2008, 2011):
• Compositional analogues include properties such mineralogy, elemental abundances,
volatile content (water and dissolved gases), and organic content.
• Electrochemical analogues include similarities in terms of chemical properties such as
dielectric constant, redox potential, pH, water activity, and magnetism.
• Environmental analogues mimic the temperature, aridity, wind and radiation, or the conditions existing on the early planets and moons in the Solar System.
• Physical analogues comprise thermo-physical (e.g. albedo and thermal inertia), mechanical (e.g. bearing strength, cohesive strength, and the angle of internal friction), and bulk
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Fig. 1 Global map of the Earth with 33 analogue sites identified (adapted from Preston and Dartnell 2014).
The map includes sites used by ESA state members and also the international community. Identification is
as follow: Site 1—High-altitude atmosphere; 2—Yilgarn Craton (Western Australia); 3—Rio Tinto (Spain);
4—The Golden Deposit (Canadian High Arctic); 5—Yellowstone National Park (USA); 6—Haughton Impact Structure (Devon Island); 7—Dongwanzi Ophiolite Complex (China); 8—Axel Heiberg Island (Canadian High Arctic); 9—The Antarctic Dry Valleys (Antarctica); 10—Antarctic North Victoria Land Mountains 11—Sub-glacial Volcanism (Iceland); 12—Kamchatka (Russian Federation); 13—Bockfjord Volcanic
Complex (Svalbard); 14—Kilimanjaro (Tanzania, Africa); 15—Atacama (South America); 16—The Mojave
Desert (USA); 17—Namib Desert (Namibia, Africa); 18—Ibn Battuta Centre Sites (Morocco); 19—Qaidam
Basin (Tibetan Plateau); 20—caves in Sardinia; 21—caves in Tenerife and Lanzarote; 22—Lake Vostok
(Antarctica); 23—Permafrost (Multiple Sites); 24—The Borup Fiord Pass (Ellesmere Island); 25—Lake
Tirez (Spain); 26—Orca Basin (Gulf of Mexico); 27—Mono Lake (California, USA); 28—The Dead Sea (Israel); 29—Lost City (Mid-Atlantic Ridge); 30—The Mariana Trench (Pacific Ocean); 31—Lidy Hot Springs
(USA); 32—The Columbia River Basalts (USA); 33—Pitch Lake (Trinidad and Tobago); 34—Rancho La
Brea Tar Pits (California, USA); 35—Alaskan Oil Fields (USA); 36—Pilbara (north of Western Australia);
37—Barberton (South Africa). Number 1 broadly corresponds to high-altitude atmospheric analogues for
Venus, numbers 2 to 21 are analogue sites for Mars, numbers 22 to 32 are analogue site for Europa and Enceladus, numbers 33 to 35 are analogue site for Titan, and numbers 36 to 37 are analogue sites for the early
Earth

physical characteristics (e.g. particle size distribution, particle shape, density, and porosity).
An ideal analogue would mimic all the required compositional, electrochemical, physical and environmental properties of a specific solar system location. Note that some environmental conditions cannot be found on Earth (e.g. high levels of unfiltered UV radiation,
altered gravity, different atmospheres/atmospheric composition, very low pressure) (Rettberg et al. 2004; Prinn and Fegley 1987). While no present terrestrial analogue mimics
all properties, they play a crucial role in preparing for different aspects of future space missions. On the other hand, rocks from the early Earth record the corresponding environmental
conditions and are thus highly valuable samples.
A summary of the representative locations studied as terrestrial analogue sites is present
in Fig. 1, and in the text below (Marlow et al. 2008, 2011; Preston and Dartnell 2014). Representative terrestrial analogue sites used internationally are shown and supplemented by terrestrial analogues used by ESA-member states for astrobiological studies. Some are funded
by the EU (e.g. the CAFE study), while some are funded nationally (e.g. the GANOVEXexpedition).
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Fig. 2 Wright Valley, Dry Valleys, Antarctica

Acid-Saline Lakes of Western Australia The acid-saline lakes of the Yilgarn Craton in
Western Australia were considered to have the most similar bulk physical and mineralogical
content to the Meridiani Planum on Mars (Grotzinger et al. 2005, Benison and Bowen 2006,
Bowen et al. 2008). In addition, microorganisms were found in the surface of the acid-saline
lakes (Hong et al. 2006; Mormile et al. 2007, 2009).
Antarctic and Artic Ices A diverse set of microorganisms has been detected in the icesheet of the Lake Vostok in Antarctica (Priscu et al. 1999; Karl et al. 1999; Shtarkman et al.
2013). The Artic permafrost has also a high content of microorganisms (Jakosky et al. 2003;
Gilichinsky et al. 2003; Rivkina et al. 2000; Vorobyova et al. 1997; Vishnivetskaya et al.
2006), making both environments good analogues for the icy Moons Europa, Enceladus and
Ganymede. The Arctic ice may also be used as an analogue of Mars due to the observation
by the Phoenix Lander of the water ice-Martian surface interface (Smith 2009; Smith et al.
2009), the low water activity and limited organic content (Deming 2002; Vishnivetskaya
et al. 2006).
Antarctic McMurdo Dry Valleys The McMurdo Dry Valleys, with a surface area of
6861 km2 (Cary et al. 2010), are the largest ice-free area in Antarctica (Fig. 2) and the driest cold place on Earth (Marchant et al. 1996). The precipitation, exclusively snow is often
less than 10 mm water-equivalent (weq) per year, ranging from 3 mm to less than 100 mm
in the location closer to the sea (Fountain et al. 2009). The Dry Valleys are located within
the Transantarctic Mountains in the Southern part of Victoria Land, close to the western
coast of McMurdo Sound (between 160°E and 164°E longitude and 76°S and 78°S latitude). The winter air temperature fluctuates between −20 and −50°C (occasionally lower),
rising to mean daily values of about −15°C in the summer, up to 15°C or higher values at
ground surfaces. Surface soils seem sterile in large parts of the area, but rocks (Friedmann
1982), and permafrost (Gilichinsky et al. 2007) can be rich in microbial life; for instance,
soils collected in the upper part of the Dry Valleys, such as the University Valley at 1700 m
above sea level (mean annual air temperature −23°C, maximum −2.8°C), yielded only
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6 heterotrophic isolates on over 1000 agar plates in 2 years (Goordial et al. 2016). Microbial
diversity, investigated both by isolation cultural methods and by molecular analyses, resulted
much higher in milder sites (Cary et al. 2010). In particular, molecular tools demonstrated
a microbial diversity in soils higher than expected (Smith et al. 2006). Life in rocks is rich,
mainly represented by cryptoendolithic communities, thriving in air-spaces within porous
rocks (Friedmann 1982; Friedmann 1993), and biodiversity in cryptoendolithic communities has been studied also by molecular phylogenetic methods (de la Torre et al. 2003). Since
the NASA Viking Mars exploration in 1976, Antarctic Dry Valleys has been considered the
closest climatic terrestrial analogue of Mars (Horowitz et al. 1972; Wynn-Williams and Edwards 2000). In fact, numerous similarities have been highlighted between the hyper-arid
cold desert Antarctic Dry Valleys microclimate zones and the latitudinal and local microclimate zones observed on Mars (Marchant and Head 2007).
Antarctic North Victoria Land Mountains Like the Antarctic Dry Valleys, a number of
small valleys within the Antarctic Mountains of North Victoria Land are considered to be
Mars-analogue field sites. This is because of their isolated locations of about 100 to 300 km
away from the coastline where the mountains form barriers against the humid air streams
from the ocean. At altitudes of about 1500 to 2500 m high, the UV irradiation, very low
temperatures and the extreme dryness act on a variety of microorganisms, in particular on
lichens, microfungi and cyanobacteria (de Vera et al. 2014b; Meeßen et al. 2015). Since
2009 two Mars-analogue field campaigns were conducted in these areas during the German
Antarctic North Victoria Land Expeditions (GANOVEX) 10 (2009/2010) and GANOVEX
11 (2015/2016), by the German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V., DLR) in cooperation with the Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, BGR), and with the logistic
support of the Italian Antarctic Research Program (Programma Nazionale di Ricerche in
Antartide, PNRA). Results obtained from Mars simulation experiments with samples collected in these habitats have shown that the organisms were able to retain water, survive
and even be active in a Mars-like environment (de Vera et al. 2014b; Jänchen et al. 2015;
Meeßen et al. 2015).
Atacama Desert The Yungay (Chile) and Arequipa (Peru) regions of the Atacama Desert
are the driest hot places on Earth, serving as a compositional Martian analogue because
of its sulphate and perchlorate mineralogy and low organic content (Catling et al. 2010;
Peeters et al. 2009; Buch et al. 2006; Amashukeli et al. 2007; Meunier et al. 2007; Skelley
et al. 2007). This is suggested to be the result of the highly oxidizing composition of the
Atacama Desert soil (Sutter et al. 2005; Ewing et al. 2006; Navarro-González et al. 2003;
Quinn et al. 2005; Lester et al. 2007).
Deep Sea Vents Extreme life forms live on Earth in the vicinity of deep sea hydrothermal vents, where no sunlight reaches, using, for example, sulphur compounds as source of
energy. In addition, lithoautotrophic methanogenesis (i.e. the conversion of CO2 and H2 to
methane) can be a source of metabolic energy for the production of biomass at hydrothermal systems (McCollom 1999). Similar environments might exist on Europa or Enceladus,
which have icy crusts and possibly liquid oceans beneath. In fact, magnesium sulphate salts
have been detected in Europa’s ice surface using the Keck II telescope, possibly providing
a sample of the ocean underneath (Brown and Hand 2013) and in the plumes of Enceladus
(Bouquet et al. 2015).
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Fig. 3 3.33 Ga-old volcanic sediments from the Barberton Greenstone Belt in South Africa, field view of
the terrain (left) and well-preserved tidal sediments (right) containing fossilized traces of early life, including
chemotrophs, lithified by hydrothermal, silica-rich fluids

Early Archaean Terrains The early Earth represents an ideal environmental and microbial analogue for early habitable bodies in the Solar System. The early Earth was a volcanically and hydrothermally active ocean planet, while Mars was basically a land-locked
volcanic planet with isolated pockets of habitability (Westall 2012; Westall et al. 2015a),
and the now icy moons (Enceladus, possibly Titan, Europa, and Callisto) of the outer Solar System could have been or are still similar. The reason for this is that, despite the great
distances of the various bodies from the early, fainter Sun, they all underwent melting, fractionation and cooling. At a certain critical moment during their geological evolution, these
bodies would have had liquid water in contact with hot rock and hydrothermal edifices,
while there is indication that Enceladus has ongoing hydrothermal activity (Hsu et al. 2015)
and more recently, evidence of aqueous geysers has been observed on Europa (Roth et al.
2014). Hypothesizing that carbon-water-based life had a hydrothermal origin (Russell and
Hall 1997; Martin et al. 2008), life could have appeared on any of them, including Mars.
Another important analogy is that the early Earth was anaerobic, as would have been (and
still are) the other bodies.
Although tectonic recycling has destroyed terrestrial rocks of Hadean age (4.5–4.0 Ga)
that could have recorded the transition from prebiotic chemistry into biological chemistry,
there are two enclaves on Earth where well-preserved rocks dating back to 3.5 billion years
(Ga) are preserved. These locations are the Pilbara in Western Australia and the Barberton Greenstone Belt in eastern South Africa (Fig. 3). Volcanoclastic sediments deposited
in shallow water—at depths similar to those of crater lakes on Mars—and hosting abundant hydrothermal vents contain the remains of early, anaerobic life forms (Westall et al.
2011, 2015a, 2015b). Both chemotrophic and phototrophic colonies are preserved in the
strongly hydrothermally-influenced sediments. Thus, the local environmental conditions,
volcanic sediment type, hydrothermal environment, and the early life forms and their exceptional preservation, make the rocks of the Early Archaean terrains in the Pilbara and
Barberton ideal analogues for extra-terrestrial life, especially on Mars. On the other hand,
Deamer and colleague argue that the origin of life occurred in an evaporite pond in a prebiotic environment (Deamer 2014). According to these authors, in such geothermal setting
organic compounds would have interacted with mineral surfaces to promote self-assembly
and polymerization reactions.
Lava Tubes and Caves Lava tubes and caves are useful analogue sites since they provide both geological and biological data on subsurface environments. In particular, mi-
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crobial metabolisms and biosignatures of organisms that persist independent of surface
photosynthesis such as methanogens and chemolithotrophs can be examined (FernándezRemolar et al. 2008). The deleterious surface of present-Mars has long since been recognized as a reason why habitable conditions, if they exist on Mars today, are likely
to be localized to the deep subsurface (Boston et al. 1992). Today, the largest quantities of water are found in the subsurface (e.g. Holt et al. 2008). The specific interest in lava tubes on Earth is motivated by their presence in volcanic, basaltic environments analogous to the geological context of lava tubes on Mars (Cushing et al. 2007;
Williams et al. 2010). On Mars, lava tubes provide a natural way to access the deep subsurface. As caves can potentially occur in any type of geological environment, understanding
their geology and biota provides a comprehensive understanding of near-surface habitability of a diversity of planetary materials that can be applied to understanding extra-terrestrial
subsurface habitability (Abbey et al. 2005).
Pitch Lake Pitch Lake on the Caribbean island of Trinidad and Tobago may be used as an
analogue of the methane lakes of Titan (Schulze-Makuch et al. 2011). The Pitch Lake has
very low water activity, being filled with hot asphalt, and bubbling hydrocarbon gases (such
as methane). It has been shown that active microorganisms survive on its extreme conditions
(Schulze-Makuch et al. 2011).
Rio Tinto Rio Tinto in southern Spain is an analogue for rivers present on early Mars. It
is characterized by acidic headwaters (pH value of 2.3) due to oxidation of sulphide ore deposits in this region (Bigham and Nordstrom 2000; Fernández-Remolar et al. 2005), and also
a very high concentration of iron (Amils et al. 2007). Despite all these extreme conditions,
microbiological communities thrive. This makes Rio Tinto a good electrochemical and compositional analogue of early Mars, in particular to study the possible role of microorganisms
on the formation of iron oxide and sulphate deposits on the planet (Amils et al. 2007).
Salten Skov Salten Skov is a Martian analogue collected from Jutland (Denmark). It
contains high concentrations of iron oxides, and has been used for its similar bulk physical and magnetic properties to Mars (Gunnlaugsson et al. 2002; Merrison et al. 2004;
Nørnberg et al. 2004, 2008). Just like JSC Mars-1, Salten Skov has a high microbiological and organic content, and therefore is not the best Mars soil analogue from
the organic point of view (Hansen et al. 2005; Garry et al. 2006; Peeters et al. 2009;
Chan et al. 2012).
Utah Desert The Utah Desert has a mineral composition similar to Mars (Borst et al.
2010), with sedimentary deposits of sands, evaporites, clays and gypsum (Kotler et al. 2011).
The microbiological and organic content are very heterogeneous; amino acids range from
non-detectable to several thousand parts-per-billion (ppb), while an extraordinary variety of
putative extremophiles was observed (Ehrenfreund et al. 2011; Direito et al. 2011; Martins
et al. 2011).

3 Field Test Campaigns
3.1 Semi-permanent Field-Testing Bases
Semi-permanent field testing campaigns with permanent infrastructure have been established to carry out multidisciplinary research for mission and technology development and
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definition. Although not their core business, scientific campaigns can be carried here out
as well (Ansdell et al. 2011). Two of these sites are centered around underwater activities, the Aquarius Undersea Research Station at the Florida Keys, USA, a site to study
coral reefs (Todd and Reagan 2004) and the Pavilion Lake Research Project (PLRP) that
aims to explain the origin of freshwater microbiolites (Lim and Brady 2011). The Boulby
International Subsurface Astrobiology Laboratory (BISAL, UK) is the world’s first permanent subsurface astrobiology laboratory. It explores instrument testing for robotic and
human planetary missions, as well as deep subsurface evaporate geochemistry and biology (Cockell et al. 2013; Payler et al. 2017). Most of the sites focus on developing
Mars exploration scenarios, sometimes combined with Moon activities. These include the
Haughton Mars Project (HMP) Research Station at Devon Island, Canada (Lee and Osinski 2005, http://marsonearth.org/), the McGill Arctic Research Station (MARS) at Axel
Heiberg Island (Pollard et al. 2009), the Pacific International Space Center for Exploration Systems (PISCES) at Hawaii (Schowengerdt et al. 2007; Duke et al. 2007), and
the Ibn Battuta Centre for exploration and field activities in Morocco, established in 2006
http://www.ibnbattutacentre.org/).

3.2 Long-Term Field-Testing Campaigns
Long-term field testing campaigns are used to test for planetary instruments and missions (Ansdell et al. 2011). Examples include the Arctic Mars Analog Svalbard Expedition (AMASE), the Desert Research and Technology Studies (Desert RATS), and the
NASA Extreme Environments Mission Operations (NEEMO) campaigns. The AMASE is
a campaign focused on science and technology, in which technology is tested in support
of the science, and it took place on Svalbard, Norway (Steele et al. 2007). The Desert
RATS field-testing campaigns support future manned mission scenarios, including technology related testing (Ross et al. 2013) (http://www.nasa.gov/exploration/analogs/desertrats/).
They have taken place in various locations in the United States, including Mauna Kea
(Hawaii) (ten Kate et al. 2013), and Black Point Lava Flow (Arizona), which were selected based on their physical resemblance to the lunar and Martian surface. The scope of
these campaigns includes testing single space suit configurations and multi-day integrated
mission scenarios (Ross et al. 2013), as well as integrating science into the technologydriven scenarios and communication between scientists and engineers (Yingst et al. 2015).
The NEEMO campaigns are technology and mission oriented, and use the Aquarius Station, which provide a convincing analogue for space exploration (Thirsk et al. 2007)
(http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/NEEMO/).
Field research at Mars analogue sites, such as desert environments can provide important constraints for instrument calibration and landing site strategies of robotic exploration
missions to Mars that will investigate habitability and life beyond Earth during the next
decade. Terrestrial analogue studies are used to better understand the nature, the process and
the utilization of geological processes and resource utilization on Earth in order to interpret
and validate information from orbiting or surface missions on extra-terrestrial bodies (Foing et al. 2011). In this analogue context, all the mission aspects are simulated to perform
fieldwork as a test of human factors procedures. The Mars Desert Research Station (MDRS)
in southern Utah (USA) is an analogue site where human space mission simulations are
performed in order to investigate all possible factors that may interact to affect mission success, such as human factors and geological in-situ resource exploration (Schlacht et al. 2010;
Direito et al. 2011; Ehrenfreund et al. 2011; Foing et al. 2011, 2013, 2014; Kotler et al. 2011;
Martins et al. 2011; Orzechowska et al. 2011; Thiel et al. 2011). Every two weeks, exchange
crews of six members come to the station to perform a new mission to establish the knowl-
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edge of, and to test the equipment necessary for future successful planetary exploration,
also from a human factors perspective. An illustration of the kind of scientific results that
were obtained includes data relevant for habitability and astrobiology. Astrobiology field
research from the MDRS was conducted during the EuroGeoMars 2009 campaign. EuroGeoMars 2009 was an example of a Moon-Mars field research campaign dedicated to the
demonstration of astrobiology instruments and a specific methodology of comprehensive
measurements from selected sampling sites (Foing et al. 2011). Special emphasis was given
to sample collection and pre-screening using in-situ portable instruments. A comprehensive
analysis was applied to a set of selected samples from different geological formations including Mancos Shale, Morrison, and Dakota Formation as well as a variety of locations (surface, subsurface and cliffs) partly in-situ in the habitat or in a post-analysis cycle. Individual technical laboratory analysis studies were compiled and correlations were investigated
of environmental parameters, minerals, organic markers and biota. The results were interpreted in the context of future missions that target the identification of organic molecules and
biomarkers on Mars. Results showed that the Utah desert has a mineral composition similar
to Mars (Borst et al. 2010), with sedimentary deposits of sands, evaporites, clays and gypsum
(Kotler et al. 2011). The microbiological and organic content are very heterogeneous, with
amino acids ranging from non-detectable to several thousand parts-per-billion (ppb), while
an extraordinary variety of putative extremophiles was observed (Ehrenfreund et al. 2011;
Direito et al. 2011; Martins et al. 2011).
Several field campaigns (e.g. EuroGeoMars2009 and Drilling on the Moon and Mars in
Human Exploration/International Lunar Exploration Working Group (DOMMEX/ILEWG)
Euro-MoonMars) have been conducted at the MDRS. Most of the information we have
from the surface of the Moon and Mars comes from satellite observations. Satellite images
of high resolution are very important to achieve a successful selection of landing sites and
planning of traverses on unfamiliar planetary sites. In order to help in the interpretation of
Mars missions’ measurements from orbit (Mars Express, MRO) or from the surface (MSL
Curiosity) at Gale crater, several field research campaigns (e.g. ILEWG EuroMoonMars)
were performed in the extreme conditions of the Utah desert. These provided data analysis
relevant to Mars geology at multiple scales. The goal of ILEWG EuroMoonMars project
(2013) was to conduct field studies to identify environments analogous to those that Curiosity has been studying at Gale crater. Therefore, a comparative study was made between
satellite images with a spatial resolution of 50–60 cm per pixel. This is comparable to the
resolution of MRO HiRise on Mars. Traverses at MDRS similar to geomorphological features seen at the Gale crater were planned as possible and implemented using a rover, drone
and Extravehicular Activity (EVA) simulation walks, before taking rocks and soil samples
(Figs. 4 and 5). The usability of a drone for imaging reconnaissance was tested, and experiences and lessons learnt were assessed concerning geological traverse planning based on
high resolution satellite images (Foing et al. 2014).

4 Laboratory Analogues
4.1 Planetary and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Space Simulation Facilities
Planetary and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) space simulation facilities are designed to reproduce
a wide range of conditions of space, as the ones accessible in LEO (i.e. on satellites or the
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Fig. 4 Map of geological
features and inverted riverbeds
around MDRS, Utah showing
areas explored by traverses and
EVAs, and through samples
(Foing et al. 2014)

Fig. 5 (Left) Concretions in Utah Brushy Basin Member of the Morrison Formation within a cross-bedded
sandstone, compared to (right) similar concretions, cross-bedding and veins apparent in Curiosity camera
color images (Foing et al. 2014)

International Space Station (ISS)), or of a specific planet or moon, including vacuum or the
relevant atmospheric pressure and composition, UV radiation, and (surface) temperature.
Laboratory planetary analogues allow exposure to conditions which cannot be found in analogue field sites. Indeed, they provide the means to investigate the effect of extra-terrestrial
environmental parameter on biological, chemical and material samples in the laboratory,
and the basis for space experiments including the selection of best landing areas for possible life detection. All planetary and LEO space simulation facilities are technically limited.
Nevertheless, according to their individual focus, they provide valuable research opportunities with the advantage of fast and easy access and capacity for more or bigger experiments
when compared to space research facilities.
Simulation facilities at the various locations are usually divided into those used for organic chemistry experiments only, and those that are also used for biological experiments or
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hardware tests. The required simulated environmental parameters of low temperatures, low
pressure and short wavelength UV are of interest for biological and chemical experiments
and hardware tests. In contrast, cleanliness of the facility, in particular with respect to organic compounds is of great importance to organic chemical experiments and—depending
on its destination—for final flight hardware. Cleanliness with respect to organisms is absolutely necessary for biological experiments, but with the insertion of biology into any
facility, cleanliness of the facility with respect to organic compounds can no longer be insured. Therefore, experiments with biological material as test objects often are not consistent
with the performance of organic chemical experiments in the same facilities. Exceptions are
compartmentalizations and separation of the experiments, as in the EXPOSE ground simulations. For most biological exposure experiments, the required conditions at a sample site
are (i) simulated temperature ranges from at least −25°C up to a maximum of 120°C, as
this is the range where life can exist in a dormant, viable or reproductive and metabolically active state (Price and Sowers 2004; Junge et al. 2006; Kashefi and Lovley 2003;
Schwartzman and Lineweaver 2004), (ii) irradiation with different spectral ranges, in particular with respect to the short wavelength cut off, (iii) high or low pressure regimes including
vacuum as in LEO, (iv) high or low relative humidity and (v) different atmospheric compositions. Damage induction, repair capacities, adaptation and adaptation strategies, hence
the overall influence on cell functions of the applied parameter or combinations, are investigated for different species. Passive exposure experiments performed in these chambers only
allow the comparison of samples before and after the simulation experiments to evaluate the
effect of the applied parameters. In this case, biological samples are prepared from inactive
forms of selected organisms, i.e. spores, cysts, or organisms in hibernation mode, where
metabolism, growth or any other vitality parameters are not detectable with current methods. After exposure, the revival of the organisms and their metabolic resumption and growth
is analyzed in comparison with the pre-exposure base data to better understand the effect of
the individual applied parameter. Molecular analysis e.g. of DNA damages and repair mechanisms increase our knowledge on the underlying reactions. In particular, organisms that are
derived from extreme terrestrial environments are of high interest to better understand their
adaptation strategies. They are selected from terrestrial environments that differ from standardized lab conditions, i.e. 1013.25 hPa, 293.15 K (20°C) and the terrestrial atmospheric
composition of about 78% N2 and 20% O2 , often from the above presented analogues. Water availability is the major necessity for active life as we know it from Earth. Wherever
water is available in the simulated extra-terrestrial environment, active instruments that detect metabolic activity or growth during the exposure experiment complete the simulation
facility design.
Currently, one of the main astrobiological focuses is the question of extinct or extant
life and corresponding signatures on Mars. The possible transport of viable organisms to
Mars, accidentally by spacecraft and their survival capacities are of interest for Planetary
Protection means. Indeed, the prevention of any contamination of Mars by Earth organisms
is the major topic of Planetary Protection regulations. Therefore, most simulation facilities
have been designed to simulate either LEO space or Mars surface conditions. The aim of
LEO space simulation facilities is to approach as much as possible LEO pressure of down to
10−7 Pa and, in particular the short wavelength solar UV and vacuum UV (VUV) radiation
non-attenuated by an Earth ozone layer. For Mars, simulation temperatures between 198 K
(−75°C) and 293 K (20° C) are applied (de Vera et al. 2010, 2014a, 2014b; Krala et al. 2011;
Schuerger et al. 2013; Martin and Cockell 2015), approaching temperatures observed in
equatorial to mid-latitudes on Mars (McEwen et al. 2011; Head et al. 2003). In parallel,
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Fig. 6 A. MOMIE (Image credit LISA). B. PASC (Mateo-Martí et al. 2006). C. The Open University Mars
Simulation Facility (http://www3.open.ac.uk/events/201653_35210.jpg). D. MESCH (Jensen et al. 2008).
E. PELS (Martin and Cockell 2015). F. PALLAS (ten Kate and Reuver 2015; Beysens and van Loon 2015)

atmospheric pressure of about 600 to 800 Pa with a Mars-like atmospheric composition of
about 95% CO2 , 2.7% N2 , and 1% O2 and traces of water is obtained. The need of adequate
radiation spectra approximating the solar UV regimes is mainly achieved using specific
solar UV lamps (Rabbow et al. 2012; Lorek and Koncz 2013; de Vera et al. 2014a, 2014b).
A special type of Mars simulation facility are wind tunnels for the simulation of Martian dust
devils and dust storms to investigate correlated effects, in particular on landers and rovers
hardware, but also for a better understanding of their effect on the Martian environment
itself.
Several laboratory setups have been devoted to the study of the evolution of potential biological records (mainly organic matter such amino acids, carboxylic acids, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, nucleobases, etc.) under simulated Martian surface conditions (Fig. 6).
Initially, these experiments were focused on the impact of UV radiation and oxidation processes. Table 1 highlights some key parameters of some laboratory simulations submitting
pure or mixed organic molecules to simulated Martian UV sources (Hintze et al. 2010;
Johnson and Pratt 2010; Oro and Holzer 1979; Poch et al. 2013, 2014, 2015; Schuerger
et al. 2008; Stalport et al. 2008, 2009, 2010; Stoker and Bullock 1997; ten Kate et al.
2005, 2006). Among these parameters, the use of a Xenon arc lamp as the radiation source
has proven to better reproduce the energy and relative abundance of the UV photons (190
to 400 nm) supposed to reach the surface of Mars (Schuerger et al. 2003). Moreover, temperature and pressure should also be representative of the Martian ones for several reasons: First, because temperature can influence the kinetics of the chemical reactions occurring in the simulation reactor (ten Kate et al. 2006), as pressure may also do (Keppler
et al. 2012). Second, because the chemical stability and physical state (solid or gas) of the
products is largely dependent of these parameters. Thus, when possible, analysis should
be made in situ during the simulation at constant environmental conditions in order to retrieve information on both the kinetics of transformation and the nature of the products.
With some of these setups, the influence of a mineral matrix has also been investigated
such as in clays (montmorillonite, saponite, nontronite) (Poch et al. 2015; dos Santos et al.
2016), in sulfates (gypsum, jarosite) (dos Santos et al. 2016), in minerals containing ferrous
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Table 1 Laboratory simulations of the evolution of pure or mixed organic molecules under simulated Mars
surface UV radiation. The data of the MOMIE experiment are described in Poch et al. (2013, 2014 and 2015)
Reference

Sample
phase

Temperature
(°C)

Pressure
(mbar)

Irradiation
source

Oxidant(s)

In situ
analysis

Oro and Holzer
(1979)

Solid

−10 to 25

0.001 (N2 )

Mercury
lamp

Dioxygen
gas

No

Stoker and
Bullock (1997)

Solid

R.T.

100
(CO2 +)

Xenon lamp

Yes

ten Kate et al.
(2006)

Solid

−63 and
R.T.

10−7 and 7
(CO2 )

Hydrogen
and
deuterium
lamps

Yes

Schuerger et al.
(2008)

Solid

−80, −10
and +20

7.1 (CO2 +)

Xenon lamp

No

Stalport et al.
(2009)

Solid

−54

0.01 (N2 )

Xenon lamp

No

Johnson and
Pratt (2010)

Aqueous
solution

−135 to +40

7 to 15
(CO2 +)

Xenon lamp

Hintze et al.
(2010)

Solid

−10 and
R.T.

6.9 (CO2 +)

Xenon lamp

Shkrob et al.
(2010)

Aqueous
solution

−196

1000 (N2 )

Nd:YAG
pulsed laser

Goethite,
hematite,
anatase

Yes

MOMIE setup

Solid

−55

6(N2 )

Xenon lamp

Mineral

Yes

Iron
sulfates

No
No

iron (augite, enstatite and basaltic lava) (dos Santos et al. 2016), and in the Mars soil analogues JSC-Mars 1 (Garry et al. 2006; Stalport et al. 2010), Salten Skov (Garry et al. 2006;
Peeters et al. 2009), and Atacama (Peeters et al. 2009). Note that the source for JSC Mars-1
is the ash from the Pu’u Nene cinder cone on Hawaii. Analyzed at the Johnson Space
Center, it mimics the composition and physical properties of Mars (Allen et al. 1998a;
Allen et al. 1998b; Perko et al. 2006). However, the very high organic content of JSC Mars1 precludes it as a good analogue regarding organic material (Garry et al. 2006). Finally,
some studies have investigated the influence of energetic particles on the evolution of organics at the surface of Mars (Kminek and Bada 2006; Gerakines and Hudson 2013; Mate
et al. 2015). The results show that this type of radiation can cause the degradation of simple
organic molecules (glycine) on a timescale of hundreds of millions of years. On the other
hand, UV radiation acts on a much shorter timescale (several days to months) (see for example Poch et al. 2014). Furthermore, higher-energy radiation can penetrate deeper into the
soil (up to around 2 m) than UV radiation (up to a few microns or millimeters), potentially
leading to inactive bacteria or spores due to accumulating radiation damage (Dartnell et al.
2007).
A large number of simulation facilities (>50) worldwide are capable of mimicking general planetary surfaces and space conditions to some extent. Only a limited number of the
available simulation facilities in Europe is listed below to show typical examples of the various approaches to simulating space and planetary environments in the laboratory. Facilities
restricted to abiotic (non-biological) simulations only are indicated. Three sub-sections are
also included to describe specific types of simulation facilities: 4.1.1 biologically relevant
accessories for in situ analysis in simulation facilities; 4.1.2 Mars wind tunnels; and 4.1.3
simulation facilities for organic aerosols in planetary atmospheres.
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Mars Organic Molecule Irradiation and Evolution (MOMIE), LISA, Paris, France
The MOMIE experimental set-up allows investigators to simulate the in-situ Mars-like UV
irradiation (Fig. 6A; Poch et al. 2013). It uses Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to monitor the sample, at a temperature (2–218 K) and pressure (1–6 mbar) representative of the mean conditions at the Martian surface. The setup is composed of a reactor
(Fig. 6A—section A) housing the sample (on an MgF2 window, in green) which is maintained at 6 mbar, thanks to gas circulation system (Fig. 6A—section B), and 218 K using a
cryothermostat (Fig. 6A—section C). The irradiation source is a Xenon arc lamp (Fig. 6A—
section D), and a mobile mirror enables to switch between irradiation or analysis phases via
FT-IR spectroscopy (Fig. 6A—section E). A glove compartment (Fig. 6A—section F) filled
with N2 contains the entire device. The work in this chamber has focused on photochemistry
of organic molecules and the effect of the mineral matrix (Stalport et al. 2008; Poch et al.
2013, 2014, 2015)
The Planetary Atmospheres Simulation Chamber (PASC), The Centre for Astrobiology Research (CAB), Madrid, Spain The PASC reproduces atmospheric compositions
and surface temperatures for most planetary objects (Fig. 6B; Mateo-Martí et al. 2006).
Temperatures can be set from −269 to 52°C, pressures from 5 to 5 × 10−9 mbar. A residual
gas analyzer regulates the required atmospheric composition with ppm precision, while a
combination of a deuterium lamp and a noble-gas discharge lamp provides the required UV
spectrum. PASC has already been used to study the UV-absorbing properties of a Martian
analogue (basaltic dust) as a function of its thickness and mass (Muñoz-Caro et al. 2006),
the stability of saline water under Mars conditions (Zorzano et al. 2009), the survival of
chemolithoautotrophic bacteria and resistance of the lichen Circinaria gyrosa exposed to
simulated Mars conditions (Gomez et al. 2010; Sánchez Iñigo et al. 2012), and the photostability of nucleobases and peptide biomolecules under UV irradiation (Mateo-Martí et al.
2009; Mateo-Martí and Pradier 2013).
Mars Simulation Facilities, The Open University (OU), UK Two chambers comprise
the Mars simulation facilities at the Open University. The large chamber provides pressure
and temperature conditions representative of the surface of Mars (Fig. 6C). This chamber
has the capability to incorporate large-scale regolith experiments. The small Mars chamber has a solar illumination facility designed for instrument qualification and astrobiology
experiments, which allows an automated variation of the environment (e.g. thermal diurnal cycling; Patel et al. 2010). These simulation chambers have been used, for example
to study the degradation of microbial fluorescence biosignatures by solar ultraviolet radiation on Mars (Dartnell and Patel 2013), the influence of mineralogy on the preservation
of amino acids under simulated Mars conditions (dos Santos et al. 2016), and the potential
of interlayer regions of silicate sheets as a favorable habitat for endolithic microorganisms
(Kapitulčinová et al. 2015).
Mars Environmental Simulation Chamber (MESCH), Aarhus University, Denmark
MESCH is a double-walled cylindrical Mars simulation facility comprised of a cryogenic
environmental chamber, an atmospheric gas analyzer, and a xenon/mercury discharge source
to generate UV radiation (Fig. 6D). The double wall functions as a cooling mantle through
circulation of liquid N2 . A carousel controlled by an external motor holds up to 10 samples.
Exchange of the samples without changing the environment of the chamber is achieved
due to a load-lock system, which has a small pressure-exchange chamber. Data such as
temperature, pressure, and UV exposure time are used in automated feedback mechanisms,
allowing a wide variety of experiments (Jensen et al. 2008).
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Planetary Environmental Liquid Simulator (PELS), University of Edinburgh, UK
The PELS chamber at the University of Edinburgh is designed for examining extra-terrestrial
aqueous environmental conditions (Fig. 6F). The front door has a glass view port in the center, so samples and manipulations can be easily viewed. For liquid input/output, vacuum
flanges have been modified with bored-through steel bulkheads, through which polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) tubing has been attached to give a corrosion-resistant wetted flow
path and vacuum seal. The facility, containing six separate sample vessels, allows for statistical replication of samples. Control of pressure, gas composition, UV irradiation conditions
and temperature allows for the precise replication of aqueous conditions, including subzero brines under Martian atmospheric conditions. A sample acquisition system allows for
the collection of both liquid and solid samples from within the chamber without breaking
the atmospheric conditions, enabling detailed studies of the geochemical evolution and geomicrobiological habitability of past and present extra-terrestrial environments (Martin and
Cockell 2015).
Planetary Analogues Laboratory for Light, Atmosphere, and Surface Simulations
(PALLAS), Utrecht University, The Netherlands PALLAS is a planetary surface simulation facility at Utrecht University (Fig. 6F). Variable parameters include the atmospheric
composition and pressure (10−7 –900 mbar), sample temperature (−80 to +60°C) and solar (UV-Visible) spectrum. The UV spectrum is generated with a combination of a Xenon
solar simulator equipped with a water filter to remove residual heat (250–900 nm) and a
deuterium light source (160–400 nm). Gases can be pre-mixed or mixed within the chamber
to obtain a range of atmospheric conditions. Up to ten samples can be placed, either in the
beam spot of the UV source or in the dark (as control) on a table that can be cooled to −80°C
using a cooling bath. A quadrupole mass spectrometer is mounted onto the chamber, via a
differentially pumped sampling volume, to sample and analyze the atmosphere during the
experiments (ten Kate and Reuver 2015).
Planetary and Space Simulation Facilities at the DLR, Germany There are three planetary simulation chambers in the Institute of Planetary Research at DLR Berlin which are operated by the Spectroscopy Laboratory Group and the Astrobiological Laboratories Group.
One is a vacuum chamber (40 × 30 × 30 cm) which simulates conditions on Venus and
Mercury. Samples can reach 500°C and beyond, while keeping the rest of the chamber relatively cold (Maturilli et al. 2010). The second chamber is a Mars Simulation Facility (MSF).
The MSF laboratory consists of a cold chamber with a cooled volume of 80 × 60 × 50 cm.
The effective operational experimental chamber, which is cooled within the cold chamber,
is a cylinder with inner diameters of 20.1 × 32.4 cm. This chamber operates at 6 mbar
CO2 pressure at −75°C. The solar spectra range as it appears on Mars can be simulated by
the use of a Xe-lamp and the applied above mentioned environmental parameters as well
as the humidity can be varied according to the programed daily cycles. It can be used in
non-biological simulation experiments (in different disciplines such as planetary geology,
astrobiology, environmental chemistry and materials science and sensor testing), and for biologically relevant experiments by using hardware, which performs in situ measurements
during the simulation experiments (de Vera et al. 2010, 2014a, 2014b see Sect. 4.1.1 of the
present manuscript). The third simulation chamber is a micro-version of the second simulation facility, which can be connected to a cryostate and can even simulate the temperature
conditions of the icy moons and deep space (down to 4 K). It is adapted to be placed under
a microscope and Raman spectroscope, allowing measurements under simulated planetary
conditions testing the influence of environmental conditions on the measurement operations.
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The use of this facility will be of significant support for the approved future ESA BioSigN
exposure experiment in LEO. By using ocean and deep sea material it will simulate and approach the conditions which space exposed plume ejecta of the icy moons might face to. In
parallel it will investigate the degree of biosignature detection by spectroscopy under these
extreme icy moon-related space conditions.
The astrobiology group of the Radiation Biology Department at the DLR Institute of
Aerospace Medicine operates a total of seven modular Planetary and Space Simulation Facilities (PSI) in Cologne. A full description of the facilities, their operational parameters
and space experiments performed in these facilities was published by Rabbow et al. (2016)
(http://www.dlr.de/spacesim). The facilities differ with respect to size, provide simulated
space vacuum or planetary atmospheres, are temperature controlled and are equipped with
optical windows and a variety of solar simulators for UV-irradiation. The facilities were
repeatedly used for space mission preparation and reference experiments.
Space environment simulation is realized by combining vacuum, down to 10−9 Pa with
Ion getter pumps are connected (“Deep Space” facilities PSI 3, 6 and 9), temperature oscillation at sample site and short wavelength UV irradiation as experienced outside the Earth
Ozone layer. This setup complemented space mission experiments, as e.g. on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) from April 7th 1984 to January 11th 1990, in ERA on
EURECA from August 2nd 1992 to June 24th 1993 and several Biopan experiments on
Foton satellites.
Material tests were performed in the big sized facilities, which can be used for Life
Science and Human Flight operations and also for Astrobiology tasks. They are connected
to computer controlled temperature regulation, solar simulators and providing space vacuum
or Mars atmosphere with respect to pressure and gas composition. They performed the space
experiment pre-flight test and mission parallel ground experiments for all three long-term
ESA multiuser exposure facilities EXPOSE-E from February 7th 2008 to September 12th
2009, EXPOSE-R from November 26th 2008 to March 9th 2011, and EXPOSE-R2 from
July 23rd 2014 to June 5th 2016.
While simulation of space and Mars surface environment was the main focus in the past
and is adapted for anaerobic organisms in preparation of the ESA MEXEM experiment, the
facilities are upgraded now also for the simulation of the icy moon Europa ocean conditions
in preparation of the ESA IceCold active exposure experiment featuring in situ life measurements. Recently, the stationary vacuum facilities were complemented by small transport and
exposure boxes (TRex-Box) and the option for additional ionizing irradiation in an x-ray facility under defined vacuum or planetary atmospheric conditions.
These past and current ground based experiments performed in simulation facilities cannot substitute space experiments that use space as a tool for astrobiology to investigate the
effect of the unique combination of environmental parameters on life. Simulation of space
parameters and their combination are technically limited. In particular, short UV with wavelength <200 nm and the complex ionizing radiation field of space can only be approximately
simulated. But in contrast to space, Earth bound facilities used as tools for astrobiological investigations provide easy and fast access and more experimental space, an important feature
in particular for the preparation of astrobiological space experiments.
In order to allow the exposure of a wide variety of scientifically interesting biological
organisms, the complete DLR laboratory housing the simulation facilities is announced
as Genetic laboratory safety level 1 for the use of genetically modified organisms, and as
Biosafety level 2 laboratory according to German law.
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4.1.1 Biologically Relevant Accessories for “in situ” Analysis in Simulation Facilities
In analogy to the recommendations in “Space as tool for astrobiology” for advanced astrobiological space hardware (Cottin et al. 2017), in situ measurements during ground based simulation experiments are of prime importance. The activity of tested samples can be measured
in situ by specific sensor hardware applied during the simulation experiments in addition to
the sensors, which are measuring the environmental conditions during the simulation experiments. For example, the degree of photosynthetic activity can be monitored and recorded
during simulation conditions by a planetary and Mars adapted measurement device named
Mini-PAM (Walz 1999; Lorek and Koncz 2013, de Vera et al. 2010, 2014a, 2014b). Methane
production of methanogens can be observed during Mars simulation experiments due to the
use of specific optical hardware like laser spectroscopy and gives indirectly information on
growth rates of methanogens during simulation experiments (Schirmack et al. 2014). Biological activity during the simulation experiments may be observed by many other ways:
(i) pH-changing of soil where bio-samples are embedded, (ii) camera based observations
of bleaching effects of soil and rocks and (iii) use of isotopes in atmospheric gases and
use of isotope detecting hardware for check of consumption or production of gases due to
biological activity, or optical density variations measured by photometers.

4.1.2 Mars Wind Tunnels
Dust devils and dust storms occur frequently on the Martian surface (Greely et al. 1977).
Both slow and fast moving dust interacts with its environment, with abrading effects on
landers and rovers, and also on mineralogy (Merrison et al. 2010). In terrestrial dust storms
the interaction of dust particles leads to the generation of an electric field (e.g. Freier 1960),
a process which on Mars has been related to oxygen enhancement (Atreya et al. 2006)
and methane destruction in the atmosphere (Farrell et al. 2006). To study the effects of the
moving dust, several wind tunnel facilities have been established. A selection of Mars wind
tunnels available on the USA is described below.
The Mars Surface Wind Tunnel (MARSWIT), NASA Ames Research Center, USA
MARSWIT, the first Mars wind tunnel was established in the 1960s at NASA Ames Research Center (Greeley et al. 1977, 1980, 2000; Greeley 2002). This pentagon-shaped chamber, a 30 m high concrete tower, can be evacuated to a minimum pressure of 3.8 mbar.
Large experimental apparatus can be placed inside the chamber. High-pressure air (up to
9.86 kg/cm2 ) is introduced into the tunnel to induce the flow of air. At these pressures a
maximum free-stream airspeed of 180 m/s can be achieved at Mars-like pressures of 5 mbar
(500 Pa) (Greeley et al. 1977).
The Arizona State University Vortex Generator (ASUVG), USA As dust devils have
entirely different dynamics than dust flows and storms, ASUVG was built specifically to
simulate dust devils. It consists of three components: the frame, the vortex generator, and
the test table. The vortex generator includes a cylinder with a “bell mouth” to alleviate
boundary effects at the edge of the cylinder, a motor drive, and a fan blade system. The dust
is placed on a test table that can be raised, lowered, or moved laterally to simulate different
motions of a dust devil During the tests, the ambient temperature, relative humidity, wind
speeds, and surface pressures on the test bed beneath the vortex can be measured (Greeley
et al. 2003; Greeley 2002; Neakrase et al. 2006; Neakrase and Greeley 2010).
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The Aarhus Wind Tunnel Simulator (AWTS), University of Aarhus, Denmark The
AWTS facility was specifically built to reproduce wind conditions on the Martian surface
and to study the transport of airborne dust. To do so, a re-circulating wind tunnel is housed
within an environmental chamber that operates at the atmospheric pressure (6–10 mbar),
composition and temperature of Mars. An axially mounted fan driven by an electric motor
draws gas down the central wind tunnel and returns it in an outer cylindrical cavity. This
design has been chosen to maximize the available open wind tunnel area (cross section)
while maintaining smooth fluid flow given the limited environmental chamber dimensions.
It is of importance when utilizing the recirculating system that the area of the return flow is
comparable (if not greater than) to that of the wind tunnel in order to minimize turbulence
and irregularities in the wind stream. Fins are used to minimize rotation effects on the wind
by the fan (Merrison et al. 2002, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2012).

4.1.3 Simulation Facilities for Organic Aerosols in Planetary Atmospheres
Experimental setups are developed in planetary science to simulate the production of organic
aerosols in planetary atmospheres. These laboratory analogues are often named “tholins” in
the literature since the seminal work by Sagan and Khare in 1979 (Sagan and Khare 1979).
The abundance, the prebiotic interest as extra-terrestrial nitrogen-rich organic matter, and
the poor knowledge of their chemical composition make Titan’s atmospheric aerosols one
of the most studied objects through laboratory simulation. However, tholins have also been
produced to investigate the formation and/or evolution of aerosols in other atmospheres such
as the early Earth’s atmosphere (Trainer et al. 2004), the Jovian atmosphere (McDonald et al.
1991; Sagan et al. 1993), and Triton’s atmosphere (McDonald et al. 1994).
The main principle of these experiments is to couple an energy source to a gas mixture composed of the main atmospheric components in order to mimic the initiation of
the complex chemical networks taking place in the given atmosphere and leading to the
production of organic aerosols. The energy sources used in the laboratory are proxies
for the solar irradiation and the precipitation of magnetospheric electrons. Those natural sources are reproduced in the laboratory by UV photon fluxes (Carrasco et al. 2014;
Imanaka and Smith 2010; Trainer et al. 2012; Tran et al. 2008; Trainer et al. 2006)
and/or by plasma discharges (Somogyi et al. 2005; Coll et al. 1999; Horvath et al. 2009;
Imanaka et al. 2004; Sciamma-O’Brien et al. 2010; Hörst and Tolbert 2013). Pressure and
temperature are strongly dependent on the experiments, and can hardly reproduce the whole
range and extreme conditions occurring in real atmospheres. As developed in (Carrasco et al.
2013a, 2013b), wall effects can be encountered at low pressure conditions, when the mean
free path exceeds the typical dimensions of the photo-reactor. Considering these constraints,
it is important to propose and develop various and complementary experiments. The larger
the set of conditions is explored, the better our knowledge on the sensitivity enables to extrapolate the analogues properties to the atmospheric aerosols properties. A complementary
approach consists in targeting an organic growth mechanism by initiating the polymerization
of a specific molecule, minor in the atmospheric composition but expected as a possible precursor of the aerosol nucleation process. Thus, tholins of interest for Titan were synthesized
by polymerization of HCN (Vuitton et al. 2010) and C4 N2 molecules (Couturier-Tamburelli
et al. 2014). Organic growth processes through negative ion chemistry was also investigated
between CN− ions and HC3 N molecules (Žabka et al. 2012).
The first aim of these laboratory experiments is to address the question of how atmospheric chemistry can sustain the formation of complex organic matter and possibly prebiotic buildings blocks in a planetary system (Raulin et al. 2012). This laboratory approach
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Fig. 7 The plasma experience PAMPRE (Szopa et al. 2006) can be used to produce Titan’s tholins at various
initial methane concentrations (Mahjoub et al. 2012), as a support to the interpretation of several observations
from the Cassini-Huygens space mission (on the right, copyright NASA)

focuses on the chemical processes. Firstly, the chemistry is decoupled from the complex
transport occurring in an atmosphere, and submitting aerosols to the large variety of physical conditions encountered on the global scale. Secondly, the chemical kinetics is accelerated to give access to long time-scale processes, which are hardly accessible from direct
observations. Laboratory studies have been used for example to investigate Titan’s aerosol
chemical composition through geological time-scale (Mahjoub et al. 2012), and the low isotopic nitrogen fractionation of the Archean organic matter on the early Earth (Kuga et al.
2014). And thirdly, analogues can be analyzed with highly efficient analytical techniques
yet out of reach in space, providing unique information on the chemical composition and
formation processes of the organic aerosols: Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Derenne
et al. 2012; He and Smith 2014), high resolution mass spectrometry (Gautier et al. 2014;
Pernot et al. 2010; Somogyi et al. 2005) or thermal characterization (He et al. 2014;
Nna-Mvondo et al. 2013).
The second aim of these laboratory experiments is to support space missions giving rise
to useful collaborations between laboratory, modelling and observation studies. These collaborations involve both the preparation of new missions and the exploitation of on-going
and past missions. Planetary atmospheres are complex systems coupling chemical, dynamical and radiative processes. The observation data reflect all this complexity and can be difficult to interpret. The chemical and physical properties of the laboratory analogues provide
access to essential parameters for de-convoluting atmospheric data measurements. Laboratory analogues are extensively used for example as a support of interpretation for the
Cassini-Huygens space mission (Fig. 7). Optical refractive indices of laboratory analogues
were used to interpret the light-scattering properties by Titan’s aerosols from the Descent imager/spectral radiometer (DISR) instrument (Hadamcik et al. 2009; Hadamcik et al. 2013).
Mid- and far-IR absorption properties of Titan’s aerosol analogues helped to identify and
confirm aerosols signatures obtained by the Visible and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer
(VIMS) and the Composite Infrared Spectrograph (CIRS) instruments (Gautier et al. 2012;
Sebree et al. 2014), but also identified some limitations of the laboratory approach through
discrepancies between laboratory analogues and Titan’s aerosols signatures (Gautier et al.
2012; Imanaka et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2011). Mass analysis at high resolution of laboratory analogues also provided some leads on the chemical composition of the large species
detected in Titan’s ionosphere by the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) instrument at
low mass resolution (Carrasco et al. 2013a, 2013b). Moreover, laboratory analogues are
used as model organic matter to calibrate and optimize space instrumentation for future
space missions in order to detect and analyze organics in space. Analogues of Titan’s atmospheric aerosols have for example been used to improve the analysis of organics in
space by pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (pyr-GC-MS) (He et al. 2014;
Morisson et al. 2016).
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One of the difficulties encountered when simulating the synthesis of organic aerosols is to
prevent samples from air contamination when collecting them and bringing them to external
analytical devices (Cable et al. 2012). Without any specific precaution the analogues adsorb
and react on their surface with oxygen, leading to a few percent of oxygen in their elemental
composition (Fleury et al. 2014). This issue becomes a critical interference when studying
the primordial incorporation of oxygen in the aerosols in planetary conditions (Hörst et al.
2012). Some efforts can be made to collect the analogues in oxygen free gloves boxes, but
this caution is not enough. A total oxygen-free chain would be required to transport the
samples from their site of synthesis to their site of analysis. This is to date hardly achievable
and remains a strong limitation to simulate in the laboratory analogues of planetary organic
aerosols with a controlled content of oxygen.

4.2 Interstellar and Cometary Organic Chemistry Simulation Facilities
Numerous laboratory experiments have been developed to study the complex organic chemistry occurring in interstellar and cometary ices (Allamandola et al. 1988; Palumbo et al.
2004; Briani et al. 2013; Kobayashi et al. 1995; Moore and Hudson 2005; Meinert et al.
2012; Danger et al. 2013). The principle of such experiments is the following; from observations of the most abundant species present in the ices in late stages of the molecular
clouds (out of which stars and planetary systems form), together with some comparison with
cometary atmospheres, one can built templates of ices to study their evolution in the laboratory. The templates consist in the deposition of a gaseous mixture representative of cosmic
ices molecules in a high vacuum chamber and on a cold (10–80 K) inert window. At this
stage, the main analytical tool is infrared spectroscopy because, historically, this method was
used to understand the composition and behavior of such ices in space (d’Hendecourt et al.
1996). Since cosmic ices can be subjected to various energetic processes (VUV irradiation,
cosmic-rays, and thermal heating), all these processes are straightforward to produce in the
laboratory to study the ice chemistry that progressively forms complex organic molecules
and actual organic matter. Globally these processes are templates of the general evolution
of the ices, from molecular clouds to their incorporation in comets and other minor bodies
in the solar (or any planetary) system. For astrobiological purposes, the philosophy of such
experiments is linked to the possible generation of so-called prebiotic molecules that can be
found in these ices and/or organic residues. Indeed, one can note that when the sample is
warmed up to room temperature for further analysis using more precise and sophisticated
tools, a refractory organic residue always remains on the substrate as the volatiles sublime
(Fig. 8). Mayo Greenberg, who was the first to conceive such an experimental approach
called this residue “Yellow Stuff” (Greenberg 1982) because of its light-yellow color. The
necessity to proceed to such experimental simulations is dictated by the fact that the very
high level of complexity obtained from solid state reactions within the bulk of the ices generates a very large number of products. Therefore, it would be impossible to predict the issue
of such non-directed Miller-type experiments using an ab-initio model implying thousands
of species and reaction channels.
The diversity of organic compounds synthesized during such laboratory simulations is
remarkable but their identification is not always evident (Colangeli et al. 2004; Cottin et al.
1999; Danger et al. 2013), and depends on the various analytical methods and protocols used
in the procedure. Surprisingly, if templates of abundant interstellar ices are considered, essentially containing H, C, O and N roughly in cosmic abundances, the nature of the complex
molecules tends not to depend too much on the ice composition (Muñoz Caro and Schutte
2003). Similarly, the nature of the energy sources, either VUV photons or fast energetic
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particles (including heavy swift high energy ions) leads, at least to the first order to similar
radical-molecule reactions giving very similar organic residues (Muñoz-Caro et al. 2014).
This is due to the nature of the solid-state chemistry which is generated by the irradiation
process, and by further warming-up of the sample. This chemistry is basically dictated by
diffusion of reactants and radical-molecule recombination, which appear to be a somewhat
random process. The chemistry considered and simulated in these laboratory experiments
can occur to ice mixtures either on icy coated dust grains in interstellar clouds (potentially
pre-cometary ices), or within the Solar Nebula during the accretion of icy planetesimals, or
in the outer layers of comet ices in the Solar system. The fact that these simulations do lead
to a rather unique class of organic materials that may share some similarities with chondritic
organic matter is a good argument in favor of the validity of this approach, which can be considered as a systemic one, and ultimately allows for the build-up of an astrophysical scenario
for the origin of the organic matter in the solar system (or any forming planetary system).
This organic matter may later be involved (or not) in prebiotic processes that may be at work
on telluric planets in presence of the right environmental conditions, mainly liquid water and
a free energy source (UV-visible photons being the most probable one because of entropy
considerations). Indeed, the full nature of this astrophysical scenario is highly convoluted
and these simulations must be considered as templates that are able to reproduce some of
the organic complexity observed in meteorites, and further on may suggest prebiotic routes
for the emergence of life by the delivery of exogenous organic matter on the early Earth. One
does not need to fully reproduce all the aspects of the true historical scenario (indeed an impossible task), but instead highlight the main points and bottlenecks that such a scenario
may encounter. Direct implication on astrobiology, as far as the habitability of a planet, the
subsequent prebiotic activity in a given environment and the emergence of life in the form of
autocatalytic chemical networks are considered, is central to this type of laboratory studies
and further potential and expected developments.
For direct relevance to astrobiology, it must be noted that a great number of amino acids
(such as glycine, alanine, sarcosine, valine, proline, serine, etc.) are reported in residues
obtained after UV irradiation of ice mixtures containing molecules such as of H2 O, NH3 ,
CH3 OH, HCN, CO and CO2 (Bernstein et al. 2002; Muñoz-Caro et al. 2002; Meinert et al.
2012). Those are detected using classical GC-MS techniques, sometimes with very high sensitivity and separation properties such as in the case of bi-dimensional GC-MS. In some experiments, contrary to what can be done in the analysis of meteorites, labelling of the carbon
used in the experiments (i.e. using 13 C) leads to results in which potential terrestrial contaminations issues can be fully discarded. Analytical protocols require usually the dissolution
in water of the soluble organic matter present in the residues, followed by acid hydrolysis
(for the liberation of amino acids often trapped in some form of macromolecular material),
as well as derivatization methods in order to allow the use of the GC technique, which
requires the compounds to be volatile. Although somewhat controversial, non-hydrolysed
samples versus hydrolysed ones do show very similar composition in amino acids, the hydrolysed fraction showing usually a larger abundance (Nuevo et al. 2008). Nevertheless, free
amino acids do exist in the residues, as in primitive carbonaceous meteorites (Martins et al.
2015). It is a matter of debate whether hydrolysis of the synthetic organic matter present in
these residues is relevant to what could have occurred on the primitive Earth. It is however
expected that organic matter exogenously delivered to our primitive planet was mixed to
an ocean of liquid water, and that similar chemistry occurred. Many other potentially prebiotic molecules are present in these residues. Sugars were detected in the same suite of
experiments using strictly the same methodology (but not the same extraction and detection
protocol due to the different chemical properties of the searched target molecules). Glycolaldehyde and glyceraldehyde, two molecules suspected to be important for the formation
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Fig. 8 A typical experimental
setup allowing the photolysis of
cometary ice analogues made by
deposition of a gas mixture on a
cold sample carrier and cooled
down to 10 K in a cryostat (the
UV lamp can be replaced in some
setups by an ion or an electron
gun). The ice evolution can be
analyzed in situ by IR
spectroscopy. The room
temperature residue can then be
collected for further analysis such
as GC-MS, High Performance
Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
and Very High Mass Resolution
Spectrometry (VHRMS).
Schematic of the experimental
set-up from Briani et al. 2013

of ribonucleotides in a particularly primitive Earth-like environment (Powner et al. 2009),
were found (de Marcellus et al. 2015). More recently, the detection of the aldopentose ribose together with a full family of structurally related sugar molecules have been reported
in quite high abundances in the same laboratory ices (Meinert et al. 2016). One may also
note that nucleobases are suspected to be present in the residue. Indeed, the detection of
uracil, and in only one case cytosine was achieved (Nuevo et al. 2009, 2014). Up to this
moment no other nucleobases have been identified, but a systematic search is underway in
some laboratories.
The issue of chirality is also being investigated through laboratory simulations. It has
been reported that an asymmetric (i.e. a chiral electromagnetic field) vacuum UV photolysis
of a racemic mixture of leucine in the solid-state results in the production of an enantiomeric
excess of one of the forms of the amino acid (Meierhenrich et al. 2005). Moreover, enantiomeric excesses can be detected when amino acids are directly synthesized within an achiral ice mixture under circularly polarized light (CPL), with an enantiomeric excess of up to
2.54% (de Marcellus et al. 2011; Modica et al. 2014). In this case, the evolution of the ice
under VUV light does produce chiral precursors of organic compounds. If the VUV light is
generated as circularly polarized light using a synchrotron light source such as the SOLEIL
(Source Optimisée de Lumière d’Énergie Intermédiaire du Laboratoire pour l’utilisation du
rayonnement électromagnétique) in France, on a line dedicated to the production of chiral photons, enantiomeric excesses can be generated and observed within the same organic
residues formed in the warming-up process. Remarkably Modica et al. (2014) found that five
different amino acids present the same (L- or D-) excesses in the experiment, depending on
the helicity of the CPL used. When no CPL is used (e.g. in the linear polarization irradiation
regime), a racemic sample is obtained.

4.3 Instrument Testing Facilities
Before deployment on a mission, instruments need to reach a certain technical readiness
level (TRL). This TRL can be reached by testing the instrument both in the field (as described earlier) and in the lab under realistic planetary conditions. Several chambers have
been developed specifically for instrument testing.
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Chemistry and Camera (ChemCam) Environmental Chamber The ChemCam Environmental Chamber was developed at the University of Toulouse, France to test the first
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy instrument under simulated Martian environment
(pressure and composition). The instrument was part of ChemCam on the Curiosity Rover
(Cousins and Crawford 2011). In each experiment, five samples are placed in the chamber (kept at room temperature) and the ChemCam instrument is installed 3 meters from the
sample (Cremers and Radziemski 2006).
Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) Environmental Chamber The SAM environmental
chamber was developed at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, USA to mimic the thermal conditions in a rover on the surface of Mars, allowing simultaneous instrument suite
qualification The SAM chamber consists of six independent thermal zones, in which the
temperature can be cycled between −40°C and +50°C, and the pressure varied from 10−6
to 1000 mbar (Mahaffy et al. 2012).

5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Over the past few decades, the role of the Earth as a tool for Astrobiology has been emphasized by establishing a wide range of planetary analogue field sites and simulation facilities
in the laboratory. But these existing infrastructures and logistics are still unknown to the
broader community and often could complement each other. The first activities, such as the
EU supported EUROPLANET or CAFE, have just started to coordinate systematic interactions and common projects combing planetary field site research with planetary simulation
experiments. The goal is to achieve as many investigations as possible on the origins of
life and habitability of Mars and other planets or moons by experiments in the field combined with planetary simulations in the lab. But further work and synergistic cooperation
is needed. A number of different national Polar Expeditions, Desert research projects and
Deep sea missions are often organized field campaigns with the topic of “climate change” or
“environmental issues”, and offer in parallel to researchers of other disciplines opportunities
to participate. These are opportunities to cooperate and to share also results, which might
be of significant relevance either for astrobiology and Earth sciences researchers. To further
enhance the utilization of the Earth and Earth-based systems as a tool for Astrobiology with
emphasis on synergistic cooperation we propose the following recommendations to ESA.

5.1 Analogue Studies, Field Work and Laboratory Simulations
• Obtain more calls for opportunities for field test campaigns in environments that are similar to solar system bodies. To facilitate these field campaigns, a central point of contact
(potentially hosted at ESA) could be established to help organize campaigns, to keep an
oversight of the conditions on the field sites, and to work together with the local responsible parties. One of its responsibilities would be to oversee the remote monitoring of the
field sites, through satellite data or ground stations for field sensors.
• Establish an EU or ESA supported international survey of all expeditions performing scientific work in planetary field analogue sites, which could provide logistics and infrastructure, enabling an interdisciplinary scientific cooperation. This can minimize the costs, and
also allow astrobiologists to learn methods, operations and strategies from other scientific
communities. In this way scientists share their own knowledge and results for general and
common use.
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• Improvement of infrastructures and resources to undertaking astrobiological research is
necessary. This means that the combination of field work and planetary simulation investigations is not sufficiently developed at present. For example, support is needed for
the scientific community involved in the study of biosignatures and life detection, as well
as for future space missions dedicated to the search for life on other planets and moons.
A systematic approach with tests on instruments under simulated planetary and space
conditions as well as tests on the operation capacity in the field is needed.
• Support the use of simulation facilities, which is currently covered in the ESA-member
states by national or international cooperation agreements. In addition, the planetary field
analogue projects should be supported by ESA like it is accomplished by NASA in the
United States.
• A European Astrobiology Platform (or Institute) should be implemented to optimize
the scientific return by using a coordinated infrastructure and funding system. This is
in agreement with recent recommendations by the AstRoMap European Astrobiology
Roadmap, which was supported by the European Commission Seventh Framework Programme (Horneck et al. 2016)
• Data obtained on astrobiological research should be shared with the scientific community
through an open access database. Coordinated funding must insure the ability to establish
this database.
• Develop a coordinated EU or ESA program of opportunities for public education and
outreach, including training for scientists, and information to the public about the state of
the art in Astrobiology.

5.2 ESA Field Campaign Facilities
General Curation Facility It would be beneficial for the community to develop a common sampling protocol, and a tool for packing and transporting the samples in oxygen-free
conditions, to be able to share the analogues within the community without altering them in
the transport. In the same way, the PFA and ISAR should be expanded in order to contribute
meaningfully with the proposed European/ESA curation facility (n.b. not country specific)
to host planetary field analogue samples. In fact, the ISAR is being transferred to the ESA
facility under construction at Harwell in the UK for this purpose. There should be a interaction with the European curation of astromaterials received by a sample return mission
from future space exploration programs (e.g. the requirements for such facility are being defined by the EC Horizon 2020 project EURO-CARES, http://www.euro-cares.eu/), in order
to have a parallel between planetary field analogue samples and actual collected samples
from the sample return missions as foreseen within the Solar System exploration program
to asteroids, Mars, the Moon, and comets. Whether or not both sets of samples should be
placed at the European Sample Curation Facility (ESCF) is still to be discussed.
Analytical Facilities An ESA supported User Analytical Facility Network should be established to facilitate uniformity in analyses and therefore allowing the different campaigns
to be compared to each other. This User Analytical Facility Network could be comprised of
instrumentation at associated institutions as well as instrumentation at ESA centers available for this purpose. The aim of this network would be to enable all participating scientists
to make use of the most sophisticated instrumentation around. The network should include
instrumentation for ultra-trace sample analysis, such as High-Resolution MS facilities (ToFSIMS, NanoSIMS, LA-ICPMS), Microscopy facilities (CLSM, AFM, SEM, TEM, FIB),
Spectroscopy facilities (Infrared, Raman, Fluorescence, NMR) and Analytical chemistry facilities (LC-ToF-MS, GC-MS).
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ESA Archiving Facilities An archiving facility should be built, consisting of two parts. A
Ground Reference Sample Storage, where samples collected on the field testing campaigns
will be stored for future reference, and an Electronic Database, where simulated planetary
environment parameters and environmental field parameters are logged, field campaign data
and laboratory data stored, and all these can be interconnected with existing databases.
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